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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention relates to a projection system, comprising a 
radiation source, an illumination system operable to illumi 

nate a structured mask, and a projection objective for 

projecting an image of the mask structure onto a light 

sensitive substrate, Wherein said projection system com 
prises an optical system comprising an optical axis or a 

preferred direction given by the direction of a light beam 
propagating through the optical system; the optical system 
comprising a temperature compensated polarization-modu 
lating optical element described by coordinates of a coor 
dinate system, Wherein one preferred coordinate of the 
coordinate system is parallel to the optical axis or parallel to 
said preferred direction; said temperature compensated 
polarization-modulating optical element comprising a ?rst 
and a second polarization-modulating optical element, the 
?rst and/or the second polarization-modulating optical ele 
ment comprising solid and/ or liquid optically active material 
and a pro?le of effective optical thickness, Wherein the 
effective optical thickness varies at least as a function of one 

coordinate different from the preferred coordinate of the 
coordinate system, in addition or alternative the ?rst and/or 

the second polarization-modulating optical element com 
prises solid and/or liquid optically active material, Wherein 
the effective optical thickness is constant as a function of at 

least one coordinate different from the preferred coordinate 
of the coordinate system; Wherein the ?rst polarization 
modulating optical element comprises optically active mate 
rial With a speci?c rotation of opposite sign compared to the 
optically active material of the second polarization-modu 
lating optical element. 
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POLARIZATION-MODULATING OPTICAL 
ELEMENT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a Continuation-In-Part of, and 
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. §l20 to, International Appli 
cation PCT/EP2005/000320, having an international ?ling 
date of Jan. 14, 2005, Which claimed the bene?t of Us. Ser. 
No. 60/537,327, ?led on Jan. 16, 2004. This application also 
claims the bene?t under 35 U.S.C. §ll9 of U.S.N.N. Ser. 
No. 60/684,607, ?led on May 25, 2005. Each of these 
applications is incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The invention relates to an optical element that 
affects the polarization of light rays. The optical element has 
a thickness pro?le and consists of or comprises an optically 
active crystal With an optical axis. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] In the continuing effort to achieve structures of 
?ner resolution in the ?eld of microlithography, there is a 
parallel pursuit of substantially three guiding concepts. The 
?rst of these is to provide projection objectives of very high 
numerical aperture. Second is the constant trend toWards 
shorter Wavelengths, for example 248 nm, 193 nm, or 157 
nm. Finally, there is the concept of increasing the achievable 
resolution by introducing an immersion medium of a high 
refractive index into the space betWeen the last optical 
element of the projection objective and the light-sensitive 
substrate. The latter technique is referred to as immersion 
lithography. 
[0004] In an optical system that is illuminated With light of 
a de?ned polarization, the s-and p-component of the elec 
trical ?eld vector, in accordance With Fresnel’s equations, 
are subject to respectively different degrees of re?ection and 
refraction at the interface of tWo media with different 
refractive indices. In this context and hereinafter, the polar 
ization component that oscillates parallel to the plane of 
incidence of a light ray is referred to as p-component, While 
the polarization component that oscillates perpendicular to 
the plane of incidence of a light ray is referred to as 
s-component. The different degrees of re?ection and refrac 
tion that occur in the s-component in comparison to the 
p-component have a signi?cant detrimental effect on the 
imaging process. 

[0005] This problem can be avoided With a special distri 
bution of the polarization Where the planes of oscillation of 
the electrical ?eld vectors of individual linearly polarized 
light rays in a pupil plane of the optical system have an 
approximately radial orientation relative to the optical axis. 
A polarization distribution of this kind Will hereinafter be 
referred to as radial polarization. If a bundle of light rays that 
are radially polarized in accordance With the foregoing 
de?nition meets an interface betWeen tWo media of different 
refractive indices in a ?eld plane of an objective, only the 
p-component of the electrical ?eld vector Will be present, so 
that the aforementioned detrimental effect on the imaging 
quality is reduced considerably. 

[0006] In analogy to the foregoing concept, one could also 
choose a polarization distribution Where the planes of oscil 
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lation of the electrical ?eld vectors of individual linearly 
polarized light rays in a pupil plane of the system have an 
orientation that is perpendicular to the radius originating 
from the optical axis. A polarization distribution of this type 
Will hereinafter be referred to as tangential polarization. If a 
bundle of light rays that are tangentially polarized in accor 
dance With this de?nition meets an interface betWeen tWo 
media of different refractive indices, only the s-component 
of the electrical ?eld vector Will be present so that, as in the 
preceding case, there Will be uniformity in the re?ection and 
refraction occurring in a ?eld plane. 

[0007] Providing an illumination With either tangential or 
radial polarization in a pupil plane is of high importance in 
particular When putting the aforementioned concept of 
immersion lithography into practice, because of the consid 
erable negative effects on the state of polarization that are to 
be expected based on the differences in the refractive index 
and the strongly oblique angles of incidence at the respective 
interfaces from the last optical element of the projection 
objective to the immersion medium and from the immersion 
medium to the coated light-sensitive substrate. 

SUMMARY 

[0008] In one aspect, the invention generally features a 
microlithography optical system that includes an illumina 
tion system, a projection objective and a temperature com 
pensated polarization-modulating optical element in the 
illumination system. The temperature compensated polar 
ization-modulating optical element includes a ?rst polariza 
tion-modulating optical element that includes an optically 
active material. The ?rst polarization-modulating optical 
element has a ?rst speci?c rotation With a sign. The tem 
perature compensated polarization-modulating optical ele 
ment also includes a second polarization-modulating optical 
element comprising optically active material. The second 
polarization-modulating optical element has a second spe 
ci?c rotation With a sign opposite to the sign of the ?rst 
speci?c rotation. 

[0009] In another aspect, the invention generally features 
using the system described in the preceding paragraph to 
manufacturing a micro-structured semiconductor compo 
nent. 

[0010] In a further aspect, the invention generally features 
an optical element that includes a temperature compensated 
polarization-modulating element. The temperature compen 
sated polarization-modulating element includes a ?rst polar 
ization-modulating optical element having a ?rst thickness. 
The ?rst polarization-modulating element includes an opti 
cally active material With a ?rst speci?c rotation having a 
sign. The temperature compensated polarization-modulating 
element also includes a second polarization-modulating 
optical element having a second thickness different from 
said ?rst thickness. The second polarization-modulating 
optical element includes an optically active material With a 
second speci?c rotation having a sign opposite the sign of 
the ?rst speci?c rotation. 

[0011] In an additional aspect, the invention generally a 
microlithography optical system that includes an illumina 
tion system, a projection objective and the optical element 
described in the preceding paragraph. The optical element is 
in the illumination system. 
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[0012] In another aspect, the invention generally features 
using the system described in the preceding paragraph to 
manufacturing a micro-structured semiconductor compo 
nent. 

[0013] In a further aspect, the invention generally features 
an optical system that has an optical axis. The optical system 
includes a ?rst plane plate and a second plane plate. The ?rst 
plane plate includes optically active quartz, and the ?rst 
plane plate has a ?rst thickness in the direction of the optical 
axis. The second plane plate includes optically active quartz. 
The second plane plate has a second thickness in the 
direction of the optical axis, and the second thickness being 
different from the ?rst thickness. 

[0014] In an additional aspect, the invention generally 
features a system that includes an illumination system, a 
projection objective and an optical system having an optical 
axis. The optical system includes a ?rst plane plate and a 
second plane plate. The ?rst plate includes optically active 
quartz. The ?rst plane plate has a ?rst thickness in the 
direction of the optical axis. The second plane plate includes 
optically active quartz. The second plane plate has a second 
thickness in the direction of the optical axis, and the second 
thickness being different from the ?rst thickness. 

[0015] In one aspect, the invention generally features an 
optical element that includes a support plate comprising 
optically active material, and at least tWo planar-parallel 
portions. Each of the at least tWo planar-parallel portions 
includes optically active material. When a ?rst linearly 
polarized light ray passes through the optical element, a 
plane of oscillation of the ?rst linearly polarized light ray is 
rotated by a ?rst angle. When a second linearly polarized 
light ray passes through the optical element, a plane of 
oscillation of the second linearly polarized light ray is 
rotated by a second angle different from the ?rst angle. 

[0016] In another aspect, the invention generally features 
a microlithography optical system that includes an illumi 
nation system, a projection objective and the optical element 
described in the preceding paragraph. The optical element is 
in the illumination system. 

[0017] In a further aspect, the invention generally features 
using the system described in the preceding paragraph to 
manufacturing a micro-structured semiconductor compo 
nent. 

[0018] In an additional aspect, the invention generally 
features an optical arrangement that includes a polarization 
modulating optical element that includes a ?rst optically 
active material having a ?rst speci?c rotation With a sign. 
The polarization-modulating optical element has a ?rst 
optical axis, and the polarization-modulating element has a 
?rst thickness pro?le that, as measured in the direction of the 
?rst optical axis, is variable. The optical arrangement also 
includes a compensation plate that includes a second opti 
cally active material having a second speci?c rotation With 
a sign opposite the sign of the ?rst speci?c rotation. The 
compensation plate has a second thickness pro?le con?g 
ured so that, When radiation passes through the optical 
arrangement, the compensation plate substantially compen 
sates for angle deviations of the radiation that are caused by 
the polarization-modulating optical element. 

[0019] In another aspect, the invention generally features 
a microlithography optical system that includes an illumi 
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nation system, a projection objective and the optical 
arrangement described in the preceding paragraph. The 
optical arrangement is in the illumination system. 

[0020] In a further aspect, the invention generally features 
using the system described in the preceding paragraph to 
manufacturing a micro-structured semiconductor compo 
nent. 

[0021] In certain embodiments, a polarization-modulating 
optical element is provided, WhIChiWIIh a minimum loss of 
intensityialfects the polarization of light rays in such a Way 
that from linearly polarized light With a ?rst distribution of 
the directions of the oscillation planes of individual light 
rays, the optical element generates linearly polarized light 
With a second distribution of the directions of the oscillation 
planes of individual light rays. 

[0022] In some embodiments, an optical system is pro 
vided that has improved properties of the polarization 
modulating optical element regarding thermal stability of the 
second distribution of oscillation planes (polarization distri 
bution), and/or minimized in?uence of additional optical 
elements in the optical system to the polarization distribu 
tion after the light rays have passed these elements. 

[0023] In some embodiments, a polarization-modulating 
optical element is provided Which consists of or comprises 
an optically active crystal and Which is shaped With a 
thickness pro?le that varies in the directions perpendicular 
to the optical axis. 

[0024] A polarization-modulating optical element can 
have the effect that the plane of oscillation of a ?rst linearly 
polarized light ray and the plane of oscillation of a second 
linearly polarized light ray are rotated, respectively, by a ?rst 
and a second angle of rotation, With the ?rst angle of rotation 
being different from the second angle of rotation. The 
polarization-modulating optical element can be made of an 
optically active material. 

[0025] In some embodiments, one or more of the folloW 
ing desirable features can be provided. 

[0026] In order to generate from linearly polarized light an 
arbitrarily selected distribution of linearly polarized light 
rays With a minimum loss of intensity, an optically active 
crystal With an optical axis is used as raW material for the 
polarization-modulating optical element. The optical axis of 
a crystal, also referred to as axis of isotropy, is de?ned by the 
property that there is only one velocity of light propagation 
associated With the direction of the optical axis. In other 
Words, a light ray travelling in the direction of an optical axis 
is not subject to a linear birefringence. The polarization 
modulating optical element has a thickness pro?le that 
varies in the directions perpendicular to the optical axis of 
the crystal. The term “linear polarization distribution” in this 
context and hereinafter is used With the meaning of a 
polarization distribution in Which the individual light rays 
are linearly polarized but the oscillation planes of the 
individual electrical ?eld vectors can be oriented in different 
directions. 

[0027] If linearly polarized light traverses the polariza 
tion-modulating optical element along the optical axis of the 
crystal, the oscillation plane of the electrical ?eld vector is 
rotated by an angle that is proportional to the distance 
travelled inside the crystal. The sense of rotation, i.e., 
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Whether the oscillation plane is rotated clockwise or coun 
terclockWise, depends on the crystal material, for example 
right-handed quartz vs. left-handed quartz. The polarization 
plane is parallel to the respective directions of the polariza 
tion and the propagation of the light ray. In order to produce 
an arbitrarily selected distribution of the angles of rotation, 
it is advantageous if the thickness pro?le is designed so that 
the plane of oscillation of a ?rst linearly polarized light ray 
and the plane of oscillation of a second linearly polarized 
light ray are rotated, respectively, by a ?rst and a second 
angle of rotation, With the ?rst angle of rotation being 
different from the second angle of rotation. By shaping the 
element With a speci?c thickness at each location, it is 
possible to realize arbitrarily selected angles of rotation for 
the oscillation planes. 

[0028] Different optically active materials have been 
found suitable dependent on the Wavelength of the radiation 
being used, speci?cally quartz, TeO2, and AgGaS2. 

[0029] In an advantageous embodiment, the polarization 
modulating optical element has an element axis oriented in 
the same direction as the optical axis of the crystal. In 
relation to the element axis, the thickness pro?le of the 
optical element is a function of the azimuth angle 6 alone, 
With the azimuth angle 6 being measured relative to a 
reference axis that intersects the element axis at a right 
angle. With a thickness pro?le according to this design, the 
thickness of the optical element is constant along a radius 
that intersects the element axis at a right angle and forms an 
azimuth angle 6 With the reference axis. 

[0030] In a further advantageous embodiment, an azi 
muthal section d(r=const.,6) of the thickness pro?le d(r,6) at 
a constant distance r from the element axis is a linear 
function of the azimuth angle 6. In the ideal case, this 
azimuthal section has a discontinuity at the azimuth angle 
6=0. The linear function d(r=const.,6) at a constant distance 
r from the element axis has a slope 

Wherein a stands for the speci?c rotation of the optically 
active crystal. At the discontinuity location for 6=0, there is 
an abrupt step in the thickness by an amount of 3600/0. The 
step at the discontinuity location can also be distributed over 
an azimuth angle range of a feW degrees. HoWever, this has 
the result of a non-optimized polarization distribution in the 
transition range. 

[0031] In a further advantageous embodiment, an azi 
muthal section d(r=const.,6) of the thickness pro?le d(r,6) at 
a constant distance r from the element axis is a linear 
function of the azimuth angle 6 With the same slope m but, 
in the ideal case, With tWo discontinuities at the azimuth 
angles 6=0 and 6=l80°, respectively. At each discontinuity 
location, there is an abrupt step in the thickness by an 
amount of 1800/0. The tWo abrupt steps at the discontinuity 
locations can also be distributed over an azimuth angle range 
of a feW degrees. HoWever, this has the result of a non 
optimized polarization distribution in the transition range. 

[0032] In a further advantageous embodiment, an azi 
muthal section d(r=const.,6) of the thickness pro?le d(r,6) at 
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a constant distance r from the element axis and in a ?rst 
azimuth angle range of l0°<6<l70o is a linear function of 
the azimuth angle 6 With a ?rst slope m, While in a second 
azimuth angle range of l90°<6<350°, the azimuthal section 
is a linear function of the azimuth angle 6 With a second 
slope n. The slopes m and n have the same absolute 
magnitude but opposite signs. The magnitude of the slopes 
m and n at a distance r from the element axis is 

With this arrangement, the thickness pro?le for all azimuth 
angles, including 6=0 and 6=l80°, is a continuous function 
Without abrupt changes in thickness. 

[0033] In a further advantageous embodiment, the polar 
ization-modulating optical element is divided into a large 
number of planar-parallel portions of different thickness or 
comprises at least tWo planar-parallel portions. These por 
tions can for example be con?gured as sectors of a circle, but 
they could also have a hexagonal, square, rectangular, or 
trapezoidal shape. 

[0034] In a further advantageous embodiment, a pair of 
?rst plan-parallel portions are arranged on opposite sides of 
a central element axis of said polarization-modulating opti 
cal element, and a pair of second plan-parallel portions are 
arranged on opposite sides of said element axis and circum 
ferentially displaced around said element axis With respect 
to said ?rst plan-parallel portions, Wherein each of said ?rst 
portions has a thickness being different from a thickness of 
each of said second portions. 

[0035] In a further advantageous embodiment, a plane of 
oscillation of linearly polarized light passing through the 
polarization-modulating optical element is rotated by a ?rst 
angle of rotation [31 Within at least one of said ?rst plan 
parallel portions and by a second angle of rotation [32 Within 
at least one of said second plan-parallel portions, such that 
[31 and [32 are approximately conforming or conform to the 
expression ][32—[31]=(2n+l)~90°, With n representing an inte 
ger. 

[0036] In an advantageous embodiment, [31 and [32 are 
approximately conforming or conform to the expressions 
Bl=90°+p-l80°, With p representing an integer, and 
[32=q~ 180°, With q representing an integer other than zero. As 
Will discussed beloW in more detail, such an embodiment of 
the polarization modulating optical element may be advan 
tageously used in affecting the polarization of traversing 
polarized light such that exiting light has a polarization 
distribution being4depending of the incoming light4either 
approximately tangentially or approximately radially polar 
ized. 

[0037] The pair of second plan-parallel portions may 
particularly be circumferentially displaced around said ele 
ment axis With respect to said pair of ?rst plan-parallel 
portions by approximately 90°. 

[0038] In a further advantageous embodiment, said pair of 
?rst plan-parallel portions and said pair of second plan 
parallel portions are arranged on opposite sides of a central 
opening or a central obscuration of said polarization-modu 
lating optical element. 
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[0039] Adjacent portions of said ?rst and second pairs can 
be spaced apart from each other by regions being opaque to 
linearly polarized light entering said polarization-modulat 
ing optical element. Said portions of said ?rst and second 
group can particularly be held together by a mounting. Said 
mounting can be opaque to linearly polarized light entering 
said polarization-modulating optical element. The mounting 
can have a substantially spoke-Wheel shape. 

[0040] In a further advantageous embodiment, the polar 
ization-modulating optical element comprises a ?rst group 
of substantially planar-parallel portions Wherein a plane of 
oscillation of traversing linearly polarized light is rotated by 
a ?rst angle of rotation [31, and a second group of substan 
tially planar-parallel portions Wherein a plane of oscillation 
of traversing linearly polarized light is rotated by a second 
angle of rotation, such that [31 and [32 are approximately 
conforming or conform to the expression ][32—[3l]=(2n+ 
l)~90°, With n representing an integer. 

[0041] In a further advantageous embodiment, [31 and [32 
are approximately conforming to the expressions [31=90°+ 
p~l80°, With p representing an integer, and [32=q~l80°, With 
q representing an integer other than zero. 

[0042] In a further advantageous embodiment, the thick 
ness pro?le of the polarization-modulating optical element 
has a continuous surface contour Without abrupt changes in 
thickness, Whereby an arbitrarily selected polarization dis 
tribution can be generated Whose thickness pro?le is repre 
sented by a continuous function of the location. 

[0043] To ensure an adequate mechanical stability of the 
optical element, it is preferred to make the minimal thick 
ness dmin of the polarization-modulating optical element at 
least equal to 0.002 times the element diameter D. 

[0044] If the optically active material used for the optical 
element also has birefringent properties as is the case for 
example With crystalline quartz, the birefringence has to be 
taken into account for light rays Whose direction of propa 
gation deviates from the direction of the optical crystal axis. 
A travel distance of 90°/0t inside the crystal causes a linear 
polarization to be rotated by 90°. If birefringence is present 
in addition to the rotating effect, the 900 rotation Will be 
equivalent to an exchange betWeen the fast and sloW axis in 
relation to the electrical ?eld vector of the light. Thus, a total 
compensation of the birefringence is provided for light rays 
With small angles of incidence if the distance travelled inside 
the crystal equals an integer multiple of l80°/0t. In order to 
meet the aforementioned requirement for mechanical stabil 
ity While simultaneously minimizing the effects of birefrin 
gence, it is of advantage if the polarization-modulating 
optical element is designed With a minimum thickness of 

Where N represents a positive integer. 

[0045] From a manufacturing point of vieW, it is advan 
tageous to provide the optical element With a hole at the 
center or With a central obscuration. 

[0046] For light rays propagating not exactly parallel to 
the optical crystal axis, there Will be deviations of the angle 
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of rotation. In addition, the birefringence phenomenon Will 
have an effect. It is therefore particularly advantageous if the 
maximum angle of incidence of an incident light bundle 
With a large number of light rays Within a spread of angles 
relative to the optical crystal axis is no larger than 100 mrad, 
preferably no larger than 70 mrad, and With special prefer 
ence no larger than 45 mrad. 

[0047] In order to provide an even more ?exible control 
over a state of polarization, an optical arrangement is 
advantageously equipped With a device that alloWs at least 
one further polarization-modulating optical element to be 
placed in the light path. This further polarization-modulating 
optical element can be an additional element With the 
features described above. HoWever, it could also be con?g 
ured as a planar-parallel plate of an optically active material 
or an arrangement of tWo half-Wavelength plates Whose 
respective fast and sloW axes of birefringence are rotated by 
45° relative to each other. 

[0048] The further polarization-modulating optical ele 
ment that can be placed in the optical arrangement can in 
particular be designed in such a Way that it rotates the 
oscillation plane of a linearly polarized light ray by 90 . This 
is particularly advantageous if the ?rst polarization-modu 
lating element in the optical arrangement produces a tan 
gential polarization. By inserting the 90°-rotator, the tan 
gential polarization can be converted to a radial polarization. 

[0049] In a further embodiment of the optical arrange 
ment, it can be advantageous to con?gure the further polar 
ization-modulating optical element as a planar-parallel plate 
Which Works as a half-Wavelength plate for a half-space that 
corresponds to an azimuth-angle range of 180°. This con 
?guration is of particular interest if the ?rst polarization 
modulating optical element has a thickness pro?le (r=const., 
0) that varies only With the azimuth angle 0 and if, in a ?rst 
azimuth angle range of l0°<0<l70°, the thickness pro?le 
(r=const.,0) is a linear function of the azimuth angle 0 With 
a ?rst slope m, While in a second azimuth angle range of 
l90°<0<350°, the thickness pro?le is a linear function of the 
azimuth angle 0 With a second slope n, With the slopes m and 
n having the same absolute magnitude but opposite signs. 

[0050] The refraction occurring in particular at sloped 
surfaces of a polarization-modulating element can cause a 
deviation in the direction of an originally axis-parallel light 
ray after it has passed through the polarization-modulating 
element. In order to compensate this type of deviation of the 
Wave front Which is caused by the polarization-modulating 
element, it is advantageous to arrange a compensation plate 
in the light path of an optical system, With a thickness pro?le 
of the compensation plate designed so that it substantially 
compensates an angular deviation of the transmitted radia 
tion that is caused by the polarization-modulating optical 
element. Alternatively, an immersion ?uid covering the 
pro?led surface of the polarization-modulating element 
could be used for the same purpose. 

[0051] Principally, in order to achieve the effect of com 
pensating for the deviation in the direction of an originally 
axis-parallel light ray due to the polarization-modulating 
element, it Would be possible to use a non-birefringent 
material such as CaF2 or fused silica as raW material for the 
compensation plate. HoWever, signi?cant draWbacks of such 
an optical arrangement are as folloWs: CaF2 is relatively 
dif?cult to handle during the manufacturing of the compen 






































